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About This Game

The crowned heads of Europe launch a new military campaign to re-conquer the Holy Land. The time has come for you to
assemble your armies and take back the land as Richard the Lionheart. Or assume the role of the great Saladin and defend your
people against the oncoming invasion. Lionheart: King’s Crusade gives you the chance to make the dreams of the past a reality.

The King’s Crusade is a real-time strategy game that places you in the era of the Third Crusade, spanning the years 1189-1192.
Control and upgrade the leaders and their armies, lead your men into fierce battles, complete the objectives of the campaign by

guiding various historical factions through political events, collect relics, and unlock new content on your crusade.

Key features:

Play through two single-player campaigns – Crusader and Saracen
Oversee hundreds of soldiers in real-time epic battles
Command your forces, conquer territory, and expand your realm on a fully 3D map
Strategically manage your army between missions
Rewrite the past with famous historical characters serving as the main heroes
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Title: The Kings' Crusade
Genre: Strategy
Developer:
NeoCoreGames
Publisher:
Paradox Interactive
Release Date: 8 Oct, 2010

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP2/Vista/Windows 7
Processor: AMD64 3500+ or Pentium IV 3.2 Ghz
Memory: 1 GB RAM (XP)/ 1.5 GB RAM (Vista/7)
Hard Disk Space: 8 GB
Video Card: Nvidia 6600 (256Mb) / ATI Radeon X700 (256Mb)
Sound: DirectX 9-compliant sound card
Direct®: 9.0c or higher
Additional: Nvidia (AGEIA) PhysX
Multiplayer: Steamworks system
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CAUTION: Slight spoiler warning here, thought I'd best mention.
So it seems Touhou is here to stay on Steam. And this latest title, a spinoff made with some other peeps over at Twilight
Frontier, is definitely a very fun one.
It's a direct sequel to Urban Legend in Limbo (fortunately you don't need to know that game's story to understand this one's),
and such keeps most of that game's mechanics; the Occult attacks, Urban Legend-inspired Last Words and a couple others,
while also adding it's own main gimmick: Perfect Possession. Basically, this turns your average 1-on-1 matches into tag team
battles, with your main lassie (dubbed the Master) staying out in front and being swapped for your sub character (dubbed the
Slave) on the fly as needed. It provides a fair bit of extra depth to those who know how to use it effectively, and is really nice
for the more indecisive among us who don't want to be forced to only use one character at a time. Some combinations even get
their own unique animations at the start of a match, which is a nice touch. The entirety of ULiL's cast returns, along with a few
fresh faces: the likes of arrogant celestial Tenshi and the gun-toting moon rabbit Reisen make a triumphant return, alongside
ancient train-lobbing gap hag Yukari showing her face again (about time too) and a surprising fresh face in the form of the ruler
of dreams Doremy and her own blend of frankly ridiculous abilities, usually involving sheep, beds, pink blobs and oversized
mechs for some unholy reason. As well as this, there's the debut of the game's main antagonists: Joon and Shion. Sure, they're
just petty crooks, but combining Joon's fortune, wealth and knack for punching things with Shion's powerful poverty-driven
support attacks, they turn your duo into a trio, with Shion really only playing support but still complimenting Joon's abilities
fairly nicely.
The story is fairly standard fare; Joon and Shion are utilising Plot Device of the Day, Perfect Possession, to go on a massive
robbery spree, probably because Shion's status as a god of poverty means that any money they get likely doesn't last long. And
so the story plays across several pairs of characters, finding out about Perfect Possession, dealing with their own problems, and
ultimately putting a stop to the two thieving deities. It serves its purpose as a plot, and while a tad bit convoluted at times (at one
point you're treated to the delightful spectacle of ULiL's antagonist, the psychic student Sumireko, fighting two Dream World
dopples of herself, in the skies of some Outside World city. Touhou, ladies and gentlemen; I stopped looking for common sense
ages ago.) it's mostly easy enough to follow.
The music, as always, is spectacular. All the songs, save a couple, are remixes of ZUN's past works, and they're all handled by
various other people, with loads of different styles and genres showing and plenty of variety on offer; Tenshi's Catastrophe in
Bhava-agra~Wonderful Heaven is morphed into a jazzy little number, while Yukari's Night Falls~Evening Star gets the hardbass
treatment. A few keep their original tone while still being nicely remixed; the subconcsious-altering satori Koishi's Hartmann's
Youkai Girl manages to keep the original's mildly psychotic tone really well while injecting loads of energy into it, and main
protagonist Reimu's Dichromatic Lotus Butterfly~Red and White is as intense as ever. Possibly the strangest, however, was
Doremy's Eternal Spring Dream going full and utter dubstep. The variety is staggering, and some will be a genuinely pleasant
surprise to people who've played the past fighters. The tracks that ARE new, are handled by ZUN himself, and, as always, are
fantastically done.
The game's story chapters were the reason I was so hesitant to review this for so long; they were unfinished, and many
encounters lacked any spells whatsoever. Fortunately, this seems to have been rectified, and the game is an absolute blast to play
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through, although I really would recommend playing on Normal or higher, as on Easy, I've yet to see the AI throw an attack
once outside of a spell.
Finally, the graphics are very well done. I'm always a sucker for spritework, and the game's sprites are brilliantly designed and
well animated. Every fighters' animations are full of charm and character, and they all capture the essence of their character
well. The characters' portraits are very well-done as well (and the biggest way of telling that this a collab effort; sorry to say it
ZUN, but your, hehe, *unique* artstyle can't quite top these guys' art.) On top of this, the fighters control well too, with each
one feeling unique and fun to play as.

In all, the game is a fun, fast and fluid fighter with some interesting quirks, a great soundtrack and good visuals. If you loved
ULiL, or are just seeing what it's like, I'd definitely recommend picking it up.. I'm going to play through the rest later, but the
menu for this game is broken. It'll pop up sometimes and you have to close it 3-4 times, or sometimes you can't close it. It's just
frustrating to get through part of the game then have to restart completely because the menu glitched out.. Brilliant game with
beautiful graphics. Gameplay wise it's fantastic and awesome in it's own way. The story isn't all that great but it takes you to
several different enviroments which all have their own beauty. If you like first person shooters with fancy graphics than this is
definetly the game to buy. It even has free DLC! ;). At one point, I screamed at the top of my lungs, stayed in a bit more, and
then not only stopped the game, but took off the VR headset entirely for a bit. I then checked my stats and realized that I'd only
been in for 6 minutes This is fantastic, and WELL worth the money!. Useless, no more Multiplayer.
Totally Unfair
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You should be afraid of tanks, in this game youre not... you grind all the time for a tank until you get destroyed by one single
AT soldier hiding in the forest while you do not have any kind of zoom on your tank to see him whatsoever.. 9 shots from the
forest and your tank is gone with an AT Rifle.. which keep in mind only were able to destroy light tanks... 10\/10 grindfest if u
love tanks and if you get a tank youre \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ed cause its underpowered.. I'm really enjoying this game thus
far! The visuals are playful and colorful, with a color palette that I have absolutely fallen in love with. The gameplay is
challenging but fair, meaning that I, a person with no rythm, will have a few hiccups. But this is one of those rythm games that I
can really dig, and try to get better at. Give it a go!

*Longer review will be written when I have played more of it*. From what I can see from This game is surprisingly not bad,
there's something compelling about it, see what I mean with in my #worth video https://youtu.be/T5252Af5QVM. Terrable
game.. It's great to back in Saxton! The series debut The Lost Crown rates among one of my alltime favourite point n' click
games. The tones and nuance of the atmosphere throughout the games memorable scenes, the extremely accomplished and
artful use of fairly lo-fi graphics, the eccentric yet sincere English regionalism of the setting and cast, intelligently written
puzzles and mysteries and a haunting soundtrack lifted that game above so many other ghostly themed titles. Given how many
lazily developed first-person jumpscareathons lurch up from under algae-laden bridges on Steam of late, Darkling Rooms
commitment to legitimately scripted and evidently well-researched horror is nothing short of heroic in this market of lowest
common denominators. I feel like it's been an age since the announcement of (and the delay of) the titles sequel, but given that
it's apparently finally coming out this year warms my cockles.

. This game is fun and it has me hooked. I now stay up way too late trying to finish challenges or picture puzzles! I wake up with
my laptop on my chest and start playing again!

So much variety and different things to achieve in the many variations, as well as 2 daily challenges I feel that this game will
hold my interest for a very long time.

I highly recommend to anyone who is a fan of challenges and match 3 or 4 games!. The boss in The Depths gave me PTSD and
then stole my girlfriend.

10\/10, it's gonna be a yikes from me dawg.. Such a bad game, it is boring, even on the lowest settings lags, the game cant
handle itself. Such a waste. I really wanted to like this game. I am a massive fan of boss rush games and this one had an
interesting mechanic and great art design. However, there is one major flaw in its design that makes it unbearable to play. There
is no retry button on bosses. This means that you have to spend at least ten seconds to walk all the way back to the boss, most of
the time longer than that. For a game with bosses that kill you in one hit and are not always clear on how to beat, this means
about 80% of the game is wasted going back to fight the same boss. I am disappointed in this because what is played in the two
seconds of actual fighting is fun. The controls aren't bad and the bosses are unique, but this is weighed down by the fact that you
spent an hour playing this game with maybe five minutes of actual gameplay. If they fix this, buy this game. It really seems like
something special, but without this one feature, it is unplayable.
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